
Rs. aaehaela Seruy 
Richard Gallen is Co., 
2o0 Fifth eve., 
New York, iii 1uU01 

Dear Itaehaela, 

I've been sent a copy of the PW 3/2u/95 unfavorable review uf hailer's book so please 

do not take any time to copy and mail it. 

Ihin review fortifies ey belief that with luck there might be some intereot in 

what I've had to 1a; aide temporarily but what 1 think will be more then merely 

interesting on Nailer and that scumbag of an Hessociaten  Schiller. 

by, if only ono of Mailer's earlier publishers lies a dillike o him! Could he enjoy 
) 

what I've already done and there will bo more! 

This review adda to my eelief based on what "" have that the deliberateness of 

Mailer's dLehoneuty in his book will be overwhelming. It identifies some of Mailer's 

courcee -that I have and he used iiiectively. lie  omitted what exposes his 44,Wwriting 

as deliberately fraudulent. So I know what he suppressed to have his pathetic book. 

Ii you can Get a copy please do and tell me the cost. It was not in the local 

Walden's yesterday because I checked. 

Schiller is a professional scavenger but to call him that ii to defame hyenao 

and vltitures, he is thirterrible a peroon. He finked for the FBI and I have the defama4 

tions he gave them in alleging two women and two men were homosexuals. Falsely. 

among the stupid things Mailer said lately is that the assassination evidence is 

AHimpenetrable." What /eh:Ate-L. reason to use seine of that evidence, like what was 

emitted from ease Open: 

I am anxioun to be takm able to read his book in what time I have for reading but 

I do not want you to put yourself out to get it. I you can get it without any real 

troublje that will be helpful. But if it means trouble, please au not take the time. 

I have more than enough to keep me busy but e would like to be reading it as soon 

as 1 ean.also, I've become a very slow reader. 

I hope all 18 going well. 

1'h 	and bes, wishes, 

a7e't //1 

4/14/95 


